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Refined Moment Calculation Using Image Block
Representation

Jan Flusser

Abstract—This paper deals with effective calculation of moments of bi-
nary images. Recently, Spiliotis and Mertzios [1] published a method based
on image block representation (IBR). We propose a refinement of their
method which yields exact results and performs even more effectively.

Index Terms—Binary image, image block representation, moment calcu-
lation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of effective calculation of two-dimensional (2-D) mo-
ments of binary images has attracted attention of many researchers be-
cause of its importance in numerous object recognition applications.
Many methods have been published in the last decade (see, e.g., [2] for
a survey).

Zakaria [3], Dai [4], Li [5], and Flusser [6] proposed various ap-
proaches based on the decomposition of the object into rows or row seg-
ments. Another group of methods is based on Green’s theorem, which
evaluates the double integral over the object by means of single inte-
gration along the object boundary [2], [7]–[9]. Recently, Spiliotis and
Mertzios [1] proposed a novel method which employs image represen-
tation by nonoverlapping rectangular homogeneous blocks. An image
moment is then calculated as a sum of moments of all blocks.

In this correspondence, we propose a refinement of [1]. We use
the same block-wise image representation but we present a different
scheme to calculate the block moments. We show that our method
yields more accurate results and performs even faster than the original
one.

II. ORIGINAL METHOD BY SPILIOTIS AND MERTZIOS

In [1], the following approach to block moment calculation is de-
scribed.
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Having anN � N image block consisting of pixels with values 1,
its momentmpq is calculated as

mpq =
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(without loss of generality, the block is assumed to have its lower-left-
corner pixel centered in(1; 1)). Equation (1) can be rewritten as

mpq =
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In [1], (2) is used for block moment calculation. To evaluateS
p
N for

low p, one can use the well-known formulae
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For p > 4, Spiliotis and Mertzios employed the following recursive
formula

m
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N = (N + 1)m+1 � (N + 1): (3)

III. REFINED METHOD

In this Section, we propose another method for block moment calcu-
lation. To explain its idea, we recall the original definition of moments
in the continuous domain

Mpq =
1

�1
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�1

x
p
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q
f(x; y) dx dy (4)

wheref(x; y) is, in our case, the characteristic function of the block.
Clearly, (1) is only an approximation of (4). An errorjMpq �mpqj is
introduced due to zero-order approximation and numeric integration of
xpyq over each pixel. We show how to calculate the block moments (4)
in the discrete domain exactly without any approximation.

Let us consider a square block with its corner pixels centered in
(1; 1); (1;N); (N; 1) and(N;N). The characteristic function of this
block is

f(x; y) = 1; if (x; y) 2 (0:5; N + 0:5)� (0:5; N + 0:5);

f(x; y) = 0; otherwise:

According to (4), the exact block moment is given as

Mpq =
N+0:5
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=
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(p+ 1)(q + 1)
[(N + 0:5)p+1 � 0:5p+1]

� [(N + 0:5)q+1 � 0:5q+1]: (5)

IV. COMPARISON OF THETWO METHODS

Let us compare the accuracy of the above methods first. While (5)
yields exact results, (2) calculates some moments with errors. There is
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alwaysMpq � mpq; the errorMpq �mpq depends on the givenp and
q. Some examples are as follows:

M20 �m20 =
m00

12

M31 �m31 =
m11

4

M40 �m40 =
m20

2
+
m00

80
:

Spiliotis and Mertzios analyzed the computing complexity of mo-
ment calculation by means of (2) and (3), respectively. To compute all
moments of order up to(L � 1; L � 1) using (2), one needs2LN
power calculations,L2 multiplications and2LN additions. The usage
of (3) is more effective for large blocks because its complexity does not
depend on the block size. It requires4L power calculations,2L2 � L
multiplications andL2 � L additions.

When using our refined method (5), the terms

(N + 0:5)p+1 � 0:5p+1

p+ 1

can be precalculated in advance forp = 0; 1; . . . ; L�1. Thanks to this,
the method requires only2L power calculations,L2=2+Lmultiplica-
tions and2L additions, or, equivalently,L2=2+3Lmultiplications and
2L additions. Clearly, this is more effective than the original method.

The difference between the both methods is even more marked when
one wants to calculate only one moment of order(p; q). In such a case,
(2) requires2N powers and2N additions. The use of the recursive
formula (3) is not a good choice: To findSpN , we have to evaluate all
lower-order sumsS1N ; . . . ; S

p�1

N , that takesO(p2) operations. On the
other hand, the complexity of moment calculation by means of (5) does
not depend on the moment order and the block size either.Mpq is ob-
tained after ten elementary operations only.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a refinement of the recently published method
for moment calculation based on image block representation. The new
technique has been shown to outperform the original one, both in ac-
curacy and computational complexity.
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